
Pooter
Catching Bugs!

How does it work? 
You line the long tube up with the bug you want to catch and suck the air
through the tube with the cloth on the end. Keep on sucking air in until the bug
has landed in the container! 

What is a Pooter and why do we use them? 
A pooter is a gadget used to collect small and fragile bugs like beetles, spiders
and other creepy crawlies. A pooter is mostly used by bug scientists
(entomologists) so they can see them up close without hurting them. Pooters are
also used for moving bugs to different places.
 



 
 
What you will need...
 

1 x clear Jar and lid you can make holes in (and a drill to make the holes)
1x cloth or stocking cut so it can cover the end of the tube
1 x strip of electrical tape to secure the cloth (and scissors)
1x clear pvc tubing around 10mm in diameter and around 25cm long (cut
into two, one shorter for you to suck the air in)
 
 
 

Putting it together...
 

1.Make two holes in the lid  big enough for each tube to fit in  (if you make the
holes too big you can always seal around the tube with blue tac). 
2.Cover the shorter tubes end (that is inside the jar) with mesh and secure the
mesh on with tape. 
3.Screw on the lid with the tubes in place... now you can start pootering! 
 
Using your pooter...
Find a small invertebrate and line it up with the tube that goes directly into the
jar and suck air in through the tube with mesh on the end, keep on sucking in
air until the bug is in the jar. 
Now you can observe it! When you want let it go simply unscrew the jar and
carefully let the bug walk or fly out. 
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